EJIDO asesores
is a company of professional
services specialized in
tourism related activities.
Combining quality,
creativity and efficiency
in the design and
development
of practical solutions,
we accompany tourist
organizations, both public
and private, in their
way to achieve
their targets.

About
us
Our experience
in strategic and operative matters,
has converted EJIDO asesores
in a leading consultant in the
tourist activity market.
EJIDO focuses on diverse areas of expertise and adds value
to the travel industry as a whole, constantly improving not
only our customers' skills but also our own. This business is
based on the investment of time and efforts to build
long-lasting relationships with our customers, suppliers and
among employees and collaborators.
At EJIDO, we believe that intelligent organizations share a
same management philosophy at every level, keeping a
constant feedback within the company (owners and
employees) and outside the company (markets, customers,
suppliers).
All our projects are oriented to contribute to the social,
economic and environmental improvement of all
communities involved.
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Organizations
EJIDO's mission consists in providing an important
contribution to the sustainable growth of the tourist
activity and the society in general, by means of
professional counseling to public and private
organizations, at both national and international level.

Experiences
EJIDO asesores embraces the vision of exercising a
positive influence on every person and organization we
are related to, thus generating enriching experiences.

Organizational
Integrity, innovation, social responsibility, organizational
development and interpersonal relationships are some
of the values that guide our work and growth at EJIDO.

Services
01.Tourist
Strategy
At EJIDO asesores, strategies are
means to achieve our goals, always
focused on the sustainable
development of the tourist activity
and the society in general.

EJIDO performs research, survey, analysis and
diagnosis works and offers counseling for the
development of strategies and strategic plans to
provide concrete solutions for the specific needs of
every customer, according to its activity and location
and the area -private or public- in which it interacts.

Therefore, EJIDO's inter-disciplinary team designs
commercial action-strategy programs, feasibility
surveys, strategic plans, economic impact analysis for
events, development of tourist circuits according to
the type of organization and involved scenarios.

2013

Tourist
Development
Strategic Guidelines
Jáchal 2016
Designed for the department of
Jáchal, in the province of San Juan,
these guidelines constitute a valid tool
to contribute to the sustainable
development of tourism in Jáchal, by
the reassessment and promotion of
the natural and cultural heritage and
through the adoption of measures
that may enable visitors to achieve an
enriching experience; with the
promotion and further consolidation
as tourist destination.

2011
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2013

Local Development
of Rural Tourist
Establishments
in La Rioja
This project took eight months -as
from September 2012- during which
we worked on the implementation of
actions focused on contributing to
local development through the promotion
of sustainable tourism at rural
environments of the province of La
Rioja, specially in the areas known as
Sierra de los Quinteros and Sierras de
Tuaní.

Technical Assistance at
Península Valdés in Puerto
Madryn, for the evaluation of
the tourist demand.
Market analysis to assess current
demand and to identify potential
demand. For the development of this
project, we used technological and IT
tools like: Google Analytics, Google
Insights for Search and Google
Wonder Whee, among others.

Tourist Strategic
Plan Chilecito
2016
This Strategic Plan was focused on
generating a facilitating process to
coordinate public, private and
communitarian efforts for the
commercial and tourist development of
Chilecito’ s department, thus fostering
the assessment and preservation of its
historic, natural and cultural heritage,
ensuring at the same time actions that
may create integral and satisfactory
experiences for visitors.

2010

La Rioja, Design and
Development of the
Provincial Legal
Framework for
the tourist activity.

Rally Dakar
Argentina Chile 2010.
Economic Impact
Survey

This project, with the main purpose of
promoting the improvement of tourist
services in La Rioja, consisted in the
preparation of the draft for the Legal
Framework to Regulate Tourist Activities
and the development of standards for the
Qualification System.

2009 - 2010

2010

Economic Impact Survey This survey
permitted assessing the economic
contribution of this tourist activity in
Argentina. Besides, it made it possible to
analyze the multiplying effects generated
at the local economies that were in the
route of this race.

2009

2009
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Jujuy
Sustainable Tourist
Development Plan
and Update of
Regulations related to
tourist accommodation
Based on a general agreement with and
between the key players of the private
sector, we prepared Hostelry Regulations
adapted to the current situation of the
province, the region (North) and the
country.
At the same time, we developed concrete
tools for the application of this regulation
to local establishments

Development
With competitiveness increment at tourist
companies in Argentina, life quality
improvement and environmental protection
as priorities, EJIDO asesores designed a
strategic framework of tourism quality
policies at national level for a period of five
years.

2008

2009

Chubut
Update of Regulations
related to tourist
accommodation
Technical Assistance for the evaluation of
the new Qualification and Categorization
System for Tourist Accommodation in the
province of Chubut, and legal counseling
regarding the transformation of the
system into a regulatory project.

Tucumán: Update
of Regulations
related to tourist
accommodation

Argentine
Quality Tourism
Plan

Catamarca
Update of Regulations
related to tourist
accommodation.
Assessment and analysis of the current
offer regarding tourist accommodation in
the province of Catamarca, with further
development of a Draft Bill and Regulatory
Decree, in general agreement with local
key players.

Assessment and analysis of the current
offer related to tourist accommodation
in Tucumán, with further development of
a Draft Bill and Regulatory Decree.
Standardization of technical and
administrative
policies
for
the
implementation of a Qualification and
Categorization System for this kind of
facilities.

2007

Tierra del Fuego
Update of Regulations
related to tourist
accommodation.
Institutional strengthening of control and
claim areas of the INFUE-TUR.
Development of the Draft Bill, in general
agreement with local key players
involved in this activity.

02.Management
The current scenario of tourist activities makes it necessary to
standardize management and intensify creativity and innovation
to face everyday's constant changes. At EJIDO asesores we
orient tourist organizations in order to satisfy and exceed their
customers' requierements.

Knowledge
Management
EJIDO’s services are oriented to transform experience
into new knowledge, in order to achieve a better and
higher profitability. The tourist market is becoming
very demanding and it calls for professionalization of its
human resources to satisfy customer requierements.
Organizations cannot offer more than what they have;
but if they consider providing quality services to
customers they should start by improving their staff.
EJIDO offers solutions for the development of different
professional qualifications, with proposals oriented to
offer in-situ training; starting with an integral diagnosis
of the organization and/or tourist company and its
team; followed by the design of training plans with
clear and attainable targets and, finally, with the
implementation and control of results.
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update and optimize their management systems as
well as consolidating promotion strategies to improve
their marketing by means of -for instance- the efficient
use of Internet.
EJIDO's professional team works in the diagnosis,
development and implementation of tailor-made
solutions for the achievement of goals and targets of
the different tourist organizations, always focused on:
Optimizing information and communication processes
within the organization.

Digital
Tools

Developing a solid presence in Internet, priorizing
usability criteria and optimizing contents for web
browsers (SEO – Search Engine Optimization).

The technological development -constant and
vertiginous- requires important changes in the
management of tourist destinations and, before that, in
the administration of tourist organizations. Technology
modifies everyday's life, no matter if it is a family-run
business, an international company or a public entity.

Positioning the organization on the network (SEM Search Engine Marketing) through the implementation of
sponsored links or sponsored ads (PPC) and presence at
Social Networks (Social Media Optimization)

EJIDO identifies and offers value added services in the
technological field permitting these organizations to

Analyzing the return of the investment.

Quality

Legislation

Quality is a key strategy as far as competitiveness is
concerned; that is why EJIDO asesores offers effective
and innovative tools to improve management at tourist
companies, through continuous improvement that
permits achieving a higher profitability and a more
competitive position.

The development of Destinations requires an appropriate
legislation to accompany the current dynamics of the
tourist activity.

EJIDO offers consulting programs responding to the
different needs of tourist organizations: from analysis
of customer service quality with the program Buenas
Prácticas (=Good Practices), to management tools
definition at SIGO: Organizational Management Initial
System (Sistema Inicial de Gestión Organizacional);
from individual projects to wide range projects for
important organizations of the tourist area in general.
EJIDO's added value is based on its broad experience
in the development and implementation of tourist
quality programs at more than 500 companies in the
market, as well as in the assessment of the
performance of tools like Mystery Guest.

2013

Regulatory updates are necessary to improve
competitiveness. In pursuit of institutional strengthening
of tourist-related organizations, EJIDO asesores provides
assistance in the development of regulations oriented to
improve essential monitoring and control procedures.
Anyway, the sustainability of the entire regulatory
system depends on its adjustment to the local situation.
In order to achieve these objectives, EJIDO has in its
team legal counselors with broad experience and
specialization in the tourism market; it is a team
capable of developing strategies that may enable the
participation of the local community and service
providers in the development of such regulations.

2012

Argentina

Neuquén
Training Program
at the Lakes Corridor and
at the Alto Paraná Corridor

This project took eight months -starting
at the ends of 2012- during which we
worked on the implementation of
actions focused on contributing to local
development through the promotion of
sustainable tourism in rural environments
of the province of Neuquén.

Buenas
Prácticas
Implementation of the Programs
Iguazú-Jesuit Missions Corridor (2012)
and Lakes Corridor (2009). Program of
Quality Approximation focused on
tourist destinations.

2011

INPROTUR
Promotion Actions
Evaluation System
Design and development in collaboration
with the Tourism and Technology
Foundation.
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2010-2011

Guidelines
for Tourism
Management
for Wineries

Quality
Management
at the Dominican
Republic

Onashaga
Distinctive
Commitment

Program Development
These guidelines -validated with the
activity’s key players by means of their
participation in workshops- consists in
recommendations of actions for the
implementation of wine-tourism integrated
management in Argentina.

2010

2010-2011

Implementation and Development of the
Application
Manual.
For
the
implementation of the Onashaga Distinctive
Commitment -program designed to
collaborate in environmental protection
through sustainable development of tourist
activities at the Beagle Channel’s regionwe organized training workshops for the
different tourist companies that offer
maritime tours to the area. EJIDO asesores
was also in charge of the development of
reference documentation and the design of
the program’s application method.

Design and Implementation of a pilot
program at La Romana - Bayahibe, in
collaboration with Quara Argentina.
We designed and implemented quality
standards for accommodation, gastronomy
and tourist service providing.
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2009

Guidelines for
Tourism
Management for
Municipalities
Design and Development.
These guidelines -addressed to public
organizations reporting to Argentine tourist
related municipalities- specify action plans
for these organizations, presented as
recommendations and focused on an
integral leadership management,
relationships with key players, quality,
communication and technology.

Desde 2007

2009

Guidelines
for Tourism
Management for
Wineries
Design and Development.
These guidelines -prepared by EJIDO
asesores- specify action plans that
-presented as recommendations- enable
thermal spas (hotels and/or parks) to focus
on quality services. For their development,
we worked in: diagnosis of destinations,
referenced comparison, consensus-building
workshops, field trials, research and analysis
regarding existing documents and
regulations and, finally, editing.

Organizational
Management
Initial System
Development and implementation at
more than 800 companies in the tourism
market, as from 2007.
In Latin America:
Ecuador (2014)
Uruguay (2013)
Paraguay (2012)
www.sigo.ejido-asesores.com

03.Marketing
& Communication
In order to foster the development of organizations
and companies in the tourist activity, EJIDO asesores
designs, produces and implements marketing plans
and communication strategies capable of addressing
the market's needs and challenges.
In tourism, relationships are fundamental. And, in order
to relate to others, it is essential to comunicate.
Communication is the basis for publicity and promotion
of both tourist products and services. A well defined
communication strategy, correctly prepared and
efficiently spread, is key for the success of tourist
companies.

EJIDO offers complete communication products for
public organizations and tourist companies for graffic,
audiovisual and/or multimedia advertising (websites,
corporate brochures, cataloges, institutional documents,
destination guides, application manuals, trademark
design, promotional videos) always following the latest
trends in marketing and communication issues, the
specifications of the area and technology advances, at
the same time of respecting each player's identity.
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2014

Domestic
Tourism Marketing
Plan 2014-2016

INPROTUR
2013 Annual
Report
The Annual Report of the Tourism
Promotion National Institute (INPROTUR)
is an institutional communication tool with
promotional characteristics. Its publication
permits accounting for the different
actions taken by the INPROTUR during
each year in pursuit of promoting
Argentina's
tourism,
destinations,
attractions and experiences in the world.
In 2014, the INPROTUR appointed us to
prepare the complete Annual Report of
the previous year.

2014

INPROTUR
Medical Tourism
Microsite
Integral Implementation and
Development in collaboration with
Mindset3.
argentina.travel/es/turismomedico

Considering the solid basis of the tourist
activity in Argentina -product of a
decade implementing policies for the
creation of sustained development
programs, with the understanding that
Domestic Tourism is an activity that
moves important areas of the local
economy-, and having in mind that the
world is changing vertiginously and so
are travelers and their ways of doing
tourism, we participated in the
development of the Domestic Tourism
Marketing Plan 2014-2016 of the
National Ministry of Tourism.
conectAR is a fundamental tool to foster
professionalism at tourist activities in
Argentina as it permits to define
precisely how to influence every portion
of the market with the intention of
building a "tourist country", generating
consensus at the entire country and
thinking in the wellbeing of future
generations.

2014

INPROTUR
“Snow in Argentina”
Microsite
Integral Implementation and
Development in collaboration with
Mindset3.
argentina.travel/es/nieve

2014

INPROTUR
Educational Tourism
Microsite
Integral Implementation and
Development in collaboration with
Mindset3.
argentina.travel/es/turismoeducativo

2014

INPROTUR
"Delicious
Argentina" Blog

INPROTUR
Dakar Microsite
Integral Implementation and
Development in collaboration with
Mindset3.

2014

2014

INPROTUR
"Natural
Argentina" Blog

A blog about routes, wine and
gastronomy. argentina.travel

A blog for Nature-fan travelers.
argentina.travel

argentina.travel/es/dakar2015

2014

2014

INPROTUR
"Charming
Argentina" Blog

INPROTUR
“Argentina Pra
Voce” Blog
A blog for Brazilian travelers.
pravoce.argentina.travel

Argentina.travel
INPROTUR New Website

Unique experiences. Unforgettable
moments.
encantadora.argentina.travel

2013

INPROTUR
2012 Annual Report
Integral Production and Development.
Graphic Design, Contents' Development,
General Edition and Audiovisual Editing
(2013). As in the previous three years,
in 2013 EJIDO asesores was in charge
of the general production and edition of
the Annual Report of the Tourism
Promotion National Institute (INPROTUR).

2014

In collaboration with Mindset3, we were
in charge of the website's design and
development, implementation and
contents production. A dynamic
website, with easy navigation, with
texts, photographs, videos, maps, sites
of interest, travel guides and, also, flights
information. A website based on
experiences that will allow travelers to
create their own trips, to live and feel
their Argentine experience.

2013

CHILECITO
Experience Book +
Promotional
Destination Video
Contents' Development, General
Production and Integral Edition (2013).
In the context of the project “Tourism
Strategic Plan Chilecito 2016”, EJIDO
asesores developed a catalog of (tourist)
experiences for such destination. We also
prepared a video presenting the tourist
emblematic sites of this authentic
meeting land.

2013

Jáchal Experience
Book + Promotional
Video
Contents' Development, General
Production and Integral Edition (2013).
For the development of the Strategic
Guidelines for Tourist Development,
Jáchal 2016, EJIDO asesores designed
a catalog of tourist experiences, with
narratives about all proposals related
to tradition and adventure under the
intense sun of the province of San
Juan. For the same project, we made a
promotional video of such destination.
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2012

2012

conectAR.
International
Marketing Plan
Argentina 2012-2015

argentina.travel
INPROTUR website
Design, Development, Update and
Optimization
of
the
Contents’
Administration
System.
Intranet
Management (2010) in collaboration with
Mindset3.

Marketing International Plan/ Development
in collaboration with the Tourism and
Technology Foundation. Development of
the Marketing International Plan for
Gastronomic Tourism with projection for
the period 2016-2020. A plan that outlines
the way to position Argentine Gastronomic
Tourism at international markets.

Production of an editorial-type means of
communication to promote quality culture in
the management of tourist organizations and
companies. This project development was
the first stage of the survey, throughout the
country, of all distinguished and/or certified
organizations, for the implementation of
quality management systems, seals and/or
standards: ISO 3001 and ISO 14000, Buenas
Prácticas,
Excellence
Management
Programs and Quality National Awards. In a
second stage, we made general editing and
design works as well as audio-visual
interviews with key players.

Integral Production and Implementation
(design, contents’ development, edition)
INPROTUR's Annual Report is an
institutional communication tool with
promotional character. Its edition -both
graphic and digital- allows accounting for
the action taken by the Tourism
Promotion National Institute (INPROTUR)
during 2011 in full compliance with its
objectives.

2010

2010-2011

10

Snow in Argentina
Marketing
International
Plan 2010-2015

INPROTUR
Annual Reports
2009/2010
Integral Production and Implementation
(design, contents development, edition)
INPROTUR's Annual Report is an
institutional communication tool with
promotional character. Its edition -both
graphic and digital- allows accounting for the
actions taken by the Tourism Promotion
National Institute (INPROTUR) during the
years 2010 and 2009 in full compliance with
its objectives.

2007-2008-2010

Directory of
organizations
distinguished and
certified in touris
quality.

INPROTUR
2011 Annual Report

Development in collaboration with the
Globaldit, Desarrollo de Investigaciones
Turísticas.
In times where changes in the tourist
market occur at a vertiginous speed,
demanding a permanent adaptation of
both destinations and companies, as well
as new management tools for tourist
promotion organizations, conectAR starts
a new era for tourism in Argentina.

2011

Gastronomic
Tourism in
Argentina

2012

Survey and Development.
Research and analysis tasks that permitted
defining a consistent strategy for the
creation of a competitive product, taking
into account market trends. This project
was also focused on organizing actions and
capitalizing efforts of the public and private
sectors.

2008

Buenas Prácticas
at Distinguished
Destinations
Integral Production and Development of
catalogs for Tilcara and Purmamarca (Jujuy);
San Miguel de Tucumán (Tucumán) and
Comarca Virch Valdés (Chubut).
Promotional Communication Products: their
graphic and multimedia production had the
purpose of promoting Argentine Destinations
that implemented the program Buenas
Prácticas in Tourism. This project's production
included interviews to directors of the
organizations involved, both from the public
and private sectors.

2007

SIGO at
Argentine
Wine Routes
Integral Production and Development of
multimedia episodes in DVD (1: Mendoza
and San Juan; 2: Salta, Neuquén and Río
Negro).
Promotional communication products of
companies distinguished with SIGO's seal at
circuits related to wine-tourism at the
Northern, Cuyan and Patagonian regions. Its
production had the purpose of positioning the
destinations, organizations and companies
that started an improvement process, as well
as motivating other destinations and
organizations to get in line with quality
standard through the implementation of
management systems.

Customers
11

And more
than 800
companies that
we assisted.

Our Team
EJIDO's interdisciplinary team is integrated by professionals with wide
experience at public and private sectors as well as in academic fields.
They works at local, regional and international level, providing broad
scope services focused and applied to the tourist activity. Just to mention
a few: market investigation; economic impact and situational analysis;
strategic planning; design and implementation of management tools to
improve competitiveness for micro, small and medium companies;
development of legal framework; international benchmarking; marketing
and communication and innovation.

Leonel Villella
Director

Founding Partner of EJIDO asesores, Lawyer (Lomas
de Zamora's
National University), Tourism
Technician (Cardenal Ferrari Institute) and MBA in
Strategic Marketing (IDEA). In Argentina, Spain and
Italy, he specialized in Marketing, Management &
Change. ISO 9001-2001 Leader Auditor; Auditor for
the Tourism Worldwide Organization for the Program
"Excellence at Destinations" (Sbest), Consultant for
the Inter-American Development Bank (BID) and
Consultant for the Argentine Federation of Tourism
Chambers. As National Director of Tourism Quality, at
the Tourism Secretariat (SECTUR), current National
Ministry of Tourism (MINTUR), he coordinated the
Drafting Committee of the Tourism National Law

25.997; he was responsible for the Quality
Management Team of the Federal Strategic Plan for
Sustainable Tourism 2016 (PFETS) and for the
Group Commitment Letter with Citizens. He
coordinated the development of projects for public
tourist organizations and tourist companies, at both
provincial and national levels, as far as Legislation,
Management, Strategy, TICs and Marketing were
concerned. Some of the projects were: Quality
Standards for Beach and Bathing locations and the
implementation of the "National Quality Award" at
the SECTUR; Guidelines for Tourism Management
at Spas, Municipalities, Thermal facilities and
Wineries; and the Organizational Management
Initial System (SIGO) for Small and Medium tourist
companies. He directed the Economic Impact
Survey of the Rally Dakar Argentina 2010 and the
Intervention Survey and Marketing Plan for the
product "Medical Tourism" in Argentina. He
participated in the development of the International
Marketing Plan Argentina 2012-2015 of the Tourism
Promotion National Institute.
Professor of Tourism Studies at the National
Universities of Quilmes (UNQUI) and Lanús (UNLa)
and at Universidad Argentina de la Empresa
(UADE).
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Eugenio
del
Busto
Specialist in Tourism Legislation

Marisa
Rojas
Consultant

Fernanda
Martell
Consultant

Natalia
Adami
Designer

Lawyer (University of Buenos Aires),
Bachelor in Tourism (Universidad del
Salvador) and Master in Tourism
Management (University of Alicante, Spain)
and in Public Law of Autonomous States
(Universidad del Rey Juan Carlos, Spain).
Founding member of the International Civil
Association of Lawyers Specialized in Travel
Law and Tourism Consultant for the World
Bank. Professor at the National University of
Quilmes (UNIQUI) and at the Universidad
Argentina de la Empresa (UADE).

Journalist. Trained in Communication
Sciences, with orientation in Policies and
Planning (University of Buenos Aires)
Specialized in tourism and cultural
subjects.

Journalist; she studied Communications
Sciences (National University of La Plata
and at the University of Buenos Aires);
she is currently studying Edition (School
of Philosophy and Literature, UBA)
Founding member of CRONOPIA
-Comunicación Incontenida, a production
company of editorial contents.

Graphic designer (University of Buenos
Aires) and Advertising Technician
(Fundación de Altos Estudios en Ciencias
Comerciales). She was assistant-professor
at the School of Architecture, Design and
Urbanism, University of Buenos Aires.

Silvina
Miguenz
Consultant

Bachelor in Tourism (National University
of Lanús) and Specialist in Projects
Integral Management (University for
International Cooperation, Costa Rica
(UCI) Trained in the Executive Program
"Tourism & Government" sponsored by
the National Ministry of Tourism
(MINTUR). She developed consultant
works for the Plan21 Foundation and for
the Instituto Cooperazione Economica
Internazionale (Icei).
Investigator-Professor of Tourism Studies
at the UNLa.

Florencia Rial
Consultant

Bachelor in Tourism and Specialized in
Management and Development for
tourist activities (University of Morón).
She participated in Training Workshops
for Technicians Implementing "Buenos
Prácticas" Program at Destinations and
SIGO Program. She also participated in
the Executive Program: "Tourism &
Government" sponsored by the National
Ministry of Tourism (MINTUR)
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Juan Manuel
Romeo
Logistics

Lucía
Abreu
Communication

Pablo
Vanevic
Consultant

Fernando
Ruano
Consultant

He studied Social Communication (National
University of Lomas de Zamora). He ran a
gastronomic
entrepreneurship.
He
coordinates equipments and logistics for
the SIGO Program. Interested in
environmental care, he looks for a more
sustainable space through the modification
of our habits. He participated in the
Executive
Program:
"Tourism
&
Government" sponsored by the National
Ministry of Tourism (MINTUR)

Bachelor in Tourism (National University
of Lanús) and Specialist in Technology
and Innovation Management (National
University of San Martín). He is currently
working on his thesis for his Master in
Territorial and Environmental Policy at
the School of Philosophy and Literature,
University of Buenos Aires. Professor at
the National Universities of Lanús and
Avellaneda.

PhD student at the University of Buenos
Aires. Bachelor in Communications Science
at the School of Social Sciences of the
University of Buenos Aires. Assistant in
Practical Studies and Social Research
trainee at the University of Buenos Aires.
Specialist in Communications & Press. She
participated in the Executive Program:
"Tourism & Government" sponsored by the
National Ministry of Tourism (MINTUR)

Bachelor in Hostelry and Tourism (National
University of Quilmes). Trained in "Hostelry
Management"
and
"Gastronomic
Establishments Management" at the
Centro Superior de Hostelería Galicia,
Spain. He is currently doing a Master in
Tourist
Companies
Development"
(UNQUI). Trainer of the programs: SIGO,
FEGHRA and Iram-Sectur Standards.

Leticia
Estévez
Consultant

Bachelor in Hostelry and Tourism.
Specialist
in
Development
and
Management (Universidad del Salvador
and National University of Quilmes).
Thematic Coordinator of the Iberoamerican
Tourism Experts Network at the E-learning
Foundation
for
Economic
and
Technological Development (CEDDET).
Tourism and Hostelry Professor at the
National University of Lanús (UNLa),
Universidad de Ciencias Empresariales y
Sociales (UCES), Universidad de Belgrano
(UB) and Suisse Cepec.

María Elena
Barrandeguy
Consultant

Psychology and Education Sciences
Professor. Specialist in Sustainability, she
is strongly involved in programs with
impact on the value chain of global
companies. She runs her own consultancy
company where she provides counseling
to Small and Medium Companies, in
commercial and human resources
matters. Professor and mentor of
programs related to entrepreneurs'
training, in both the public and private
sectors.
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Pablo
Tombolini
Consultant

Expert in counseling companies in
management and human resources
issues, at both national and international
levels. Specialist in Change Management,
he is qualified in teams’ coordination,
training, internal communications and
impacts' detection, analysis and mitigation.
Professor and Member of the Professors &
Investigation Team of the National
University of Avellaneda.

Alina
Barilá
Consultant

Bachelor in Tourism (Universidad del
Salvador) and Technician in Hostelry
Administration and Organization (École
pour l´ Hôtellerie La Suisse). Master in
Marketing and Sales for Hostelry and
Tourism at the Collegiato Fundación de
Altos Estudios en Hotelería, Turismo y
Servicios. Specialist in receptive tourism
for sport fishing and golf. She participated
in the Executive Program: "Tourism &
Government" sponsored by the National
Ministry of Tourism (MINTUR)

Daniel
Lavandeira
Consultant

He was member of the Technical Team of
the Tourism Promotion National Institute.
He participated in the Executive Program:
"Tourism & Government" sponsored by the
National Ministry of Tourism (MINTUR)
and the Universidad Católica Argentina
(UCA). Trained in the Tourist Quality
Program "Buenas Prácticas en Destino"
sponsored by the Spanish Consultant
Desarrollo Integral Turístico (DIT).

Florencia
Germán
Treuer Fátima
Consultant
Paniagua
Sosa Marcilese
Consultant
Consultant
Bachelor in Marketing and Specialist in
Quality Tourism. Consultant in IRAM and
SECTUR Standards and IRAM auditor for
ISO 9001 applied to tourism. Member of
the Quality Tourism Management
sub-committee, Tourism Coordinator at the
Quality Center of the Argentine Federation
of Municipalities (CECAM) Professor of IS0
9001 in Tourism and IRAM, and at the
Tourism Professionals Bureau.

Bachelor in Tourism, with Hostelry
specialization (Universidad del Salvador,
Argentina). Trained in the Executive
Program "Government & Tourism"
sponsored by the Institute of Politic
Sciences and International Relations of the
Universidad Católica Argentina (UCA).
She is currently attending a post-graduate
course in Pedagogy at the School of
Education and Social Communication
(USAL). Tutor of the Digital Campus of the
National Ministry of Tourism (MINTUR).

Bachelor in Tourism (Universidad Santo
Tomás de Aquino, Tucumán) Master in
Environment and Renewable Energy
(Escuela Europea de Dirección y Empresa,
Madrid). Coach of the Program "Hoteles +
Verdes" (Greener Hotels) and Auditor at
Eco-Labeling
Protocol
of
Hotels
Sustainable Management. She works in
the implementation and audits of the
Environmental Management System ISO
14.001:2004; she measures and calculates
the Carbon Footprint according to the
method set forth by the GHG PROTOCOL
System, and she analyzes the life cycle of
products and services based on ISO 14041
Standards.
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Eleonora
Roa
Consultant

Bachelor in Tourism and Hostelry
(Universidad Virtual de Quilmes).
Technician in Tourism with specialization in
Hotel Administration. She studied Strategic
Management at Gastronomic and
Professional Cuisine Facilities, for human
resources selection, training in corporate
standards, performance appraisals,
payroll, working time schedules, invoicing
and other operative issues.

Valeria
Follonier Carlos Radice
Coach
Consultant
Executive Coach focused on people
development
and
Organizational
Consultant specialized in design and
implementation of Human Resources
processes. Facilitator of coaching,
leadership and management processes for
management teams and improvements in
dynamics
related
to
internal
communication. Professor specialized in
Projects Management (University of
Buenos Aires) and tailor-made courses at
the National Technological University,
sponsored by the Ministry of Economy
and other Public Administration
organizations, as well as for the private
sector. Twenty years' experience in
Human Resources.

Ramil
Marcelo
Videla Lucas
Communication
Consultant
Architect (School of Architecture, Design
and Urbanism, University of Buenos Aires)
and Specialist in Safety and Hygiene
(School of Mathematics and Physics, UCA)
Founding partner of Planificar, consultancy
company
dedicated
to
quality,
environmental care and occupational health
and safety management. Member of the
work team that developed the guidelines
for the interpretation of the ISO 9001:2000
Standard applied to tourist services, IRAM
30400 and 42100 related to quality, safety
and environmental care management at
beach locations.

Professor of Social Communication
Sciences at the University of Buenos
Aires. He is currently working on this
thesis for his Bachelorship at the same
educational institution. Professor and
Tutor at Barker College. Experience in
coordination and communication tasks
related to social projects and non-profit
entities. Specialist in Sport Tourism.
.

Mechanic Engineer, UTN. Leader Auditor
in Quality Management. Founding Partner
of Planificar:
consultancy company
dedicated to quality, environmental care
and occupational health and safety
management. Broad experience in the
coordination and implementation of Quality
Management Systems for Industries and
Services. Experience in basic and detail
engineering. Member of the work team
for the development of the guidelines for
the interpretation of the ISO 9001:2000
Standard applied to tourist services, IRAM
30400 and 30200 and ISO 9001:2000
Standards applied to health services.

Gustavo
Braz
Accountant

Public accountant and economic-financial
consultant; he studied Economic Sciences
at the National University of Lomas de
Zamora, degree recognized by the Spanish
Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport.
Certified Green Belt in Six Sigma methods
for process improvements. He attended
professional development courses on
accounting, taxes and economic update,
focused on Projects Appraisal (UNLZ and
CPCEPBA) and Strategic Planning and
Management Control (School of
Engineering, University of Buenos Aires),
Management (UNLZ – IDEA - UBA) and
Strategy and Negotiation (E&Y) He works as
independent Consultant at his own
company, providing counseling to different
companies and actively participating in the
start-up of new projects.
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Quality
policy
Permanent update of service provision, adapted to
the multiple and differentiated needs of both the
local and global tourist market.

EJIDO asesores is a consulting
company specialized in the tourist
activity, that aims to collaborate
in the development and
strengthening of public institutions
and private organizations related
to the sector.

Certifications
EJIDO asesores certified ISO 9001: 2008 for its
consultancy services rendered in the areas of
Tourist Quality, Tourist Legislation, Tourist Strategy,
Image and Communications, Innovation and
Technology and Knowledge Management.

EJIDO is committed to:
Alignment of management systems with IRAM:ISO
9001:2008 Standard requirements.
Engagement of all members, directors and officers,
employees and collaborators, in a continuous
improvement process.
Management of processes for the enhancement of
methods related to results' improvement.
Development of intellectual resources within each
organization, through a professional team associated
to production and execution of creative, innovate and
quality projects for the tourist market.

For the Innovation Project (iCOMDEST) "Competitive
Intelligence at Tourist Destinations", EJIDO asesores
obtained the certification IBEROEKA, granted in the
frame of the Iberoamerican Program of Science
and Technology for Development (CYTED)
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RSE
Program
EJIDO asesores has its own Social
Corporate Responsibility Program
(RSE), with objectives that include
the strong purpose of actively
contributing to social, economic
and environmental improvement.
In the frame of the Zero Carbon program, EJIDO
celebrated an agreement with the Plan 21 Foundation
for the reduction of greenhouse effect gases. EJIDO
commits itself and takes actions to reduce the Carbon
Footprint.
By means of a program focused on awareness of
the working environment, EJIDO adhered to the
Conduct Code promoted by the National Ministry of
Tourism for the protection of Traveling Children and
Teenagers, in pursuit of prevention of sexual or
labor exploitation and trafficking.
We signed a collaboration agreement with TECHO
-www.techo.org- in compliance with our Social
Corporate Responsibilities and, with the assistance
of 10 members of out team, on 18th March 2013 we
built a house for a family in Villa Rubencito, La Plata.
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ejido-asesores.com
info@ejido-asesores.com
/ejido-asesores
@ejidoglobal

San Martín 1009, 3º “B”
(C1003ABT) Buenos Aires. Argentina
t. +54.11.5254.2020
f. +54.11.5273.8057

